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Abstract: With the high percentage (up to 75%) of initial lateral ankle sprains (LAS) leading to repetitive sprains and chronic symptoms, it is imperative to better understand how best to treat and rehabilitate LAS events. The purpose of this paper is to review LAS pathophysiology, predisposing factors, and the current evidence regarding therapeutic modalities and exercises used in the treatment of LAS. Functional rehabilitation, early mobilization with support, is the current standard of care for LAS. However, the high percentage of reinjury occurrence and development of chronic symptoms (up to 75%) after a LAS, suggests the current standard of care may not be effective. Recent evidence has shown the need for more stringent immobilization to facilitate ligament healing and restoration of joint stability and function after a LAS. Additionally, the importance of adding adjunctive therapies, specifically joint mobilizations and balance training have been shown to improve function and decrease the incidence of reinjury after a LAS. Modifying current rehabilitation protocols to include protecting the ankle joint with stringent immobilization, and including joint mobilizations and balance training may be the first step to decreasing the incidence of short and long term ankle joint dysfunction.
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Introduction

Lateral ankle sprains (LAS) are among the most common injuries suffered during athletic/recreational activities and the sequela often plague patients for the remainder of their lives. Specifically, more than 23,000 ankle sprains are estimated to occur per day in the United States which equates to approximately one sprain per 10,000 people daily. Despite the frequency of LAS, the injury is often erroneously considered to be an inconsequential injury. As a result of the societal insignificance assigned to LAS, about 55% of individuals who sprain their ankle do not seek treatment from a health care professional, thus, the true incidence of injury may be much greater. Even more concerning is the high proportion (as much as 70%) of patients that will suffer from repetitive LAS, and chronic symptoms after the initial injury. The development of these residual symptoms has been termed chronic ankle instability (CAI). Not only does CAI limit physical activity, but CAI also leads to articular degeneration of the talus, and an increased risk of osteoarthritis (OA).

With the high incidence of CAI and potential for the development of ankle OA, it is essential that LAS are managed effectively from the onset. Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to review three areas that are important if we are to properly treat LAS and prevent the development of CAI: 1) LAS pathophysiology, 2) predisposing factors
of LAS, and 3) the current evidence regarding therapeutic modalities and exercises used in the treatment of LAS.

Pathophysiology
LAS result in damage to the passive ligamentous structures of the ankle. Indeed, forceful ankle plantar flexion and inversion, the most common mechanism of injury, often leads to tearing of the lateral ligaments of the ankle. Specifically, the anterior talofibular ligament (ATFL), reported to be the weakest is first ligament injured.9 Rupture to the ATFL is followed by damage to the calcaneofibular ligament (CFL) and finally to the posterior talofibular ligament (PTFL).8 Isolated injury to the ATFL occurs in 66% of LAS while ATFL and CFL ruptures occur concurrently in another 20%.8 The PTFL is not commonly injured because of the large amount of force required to cause damage, as well as the amount of dorsiflexion needed to strain the ligament. The amount of dorsiflexion necessary to strain the PTFL places the ankle in a closed packed and thus more stable position which decreases the likelihood of injury to the ligament. In addition to the lateral ligamentous structures of the talocubital joint, the subtalar ligaments can also be injured. Rubin and Witten9 were the first to examine subtalar instability as an independent clinical entity; however, they assumed that injury to the subtalar joint often occurs in combination with injury to the lateral ankle ligaments. Further the incidence of subtalar instability is estimated to be between 75% to 80% in individuals with CAI.10,11

With damage to the ligamentous stabilizers of the ankle after a LAS, an associated increase in the motion available between the bones of the ankle/foot complex occurs (hypermobility). The resulting hypermobility can be assessed qualitatively and empirically using various clinical techniques such as manual stress tests, instrumented arthrometry and stress radiographs.12-16 In order to regain stability of the ankle joint, immediate care and rehabilitation should focus on enhancing ligament healing. Acutely, this occurs by protecting the joint (immobilization, crutch use) then slowly adding exercises that help the newly laid down collagen align with the forces of the ankle.17 The current literature suggests it takes over six weeks for ligament healing to occur.18-24 However, studies have also documented joint laxity six months after injury.20,23 The chronic laxity that has been reported in the literature may be due to inappropriate rehabilitation, which necessitates the need for further investigation into the type of care and treatment that will best facilitate tissue healing, and normal joint function.

Predisposing factors
Research to identify predisposing risk factors is vital to preventing LAS. Indeed, this type of research attempts to identify specific characteristics (both intrinsic and extrinsic) that increase an individual’s chance of suffering a LAS. However, the greatest benefit of risk factor research is that the findings allow clinicians to apply focused therapeutic interventions to correct and/or limit the effects of identified risk factors. However, there are few prospective studies that have examined predisposing factors to LAS, but the research that has been conducted has reported several intrinsic and extrinsic risk factors. Numerous intrinsic factors have been examined, but the most correlated factor is a history of a previous ankle sprain.25 Unfortunately, the literature remains unclear, with several studies reporting that a history of a previous LAS both increases4,26,27 and has no effect28,29 on an individual’s risk of suffering a recurrent LAS. Additional factors that have been reported to increase an individual’s risk of recurrent LAS include: height and weight,29 limb dominance,26 ankle joint laxity,29 anatomical alignment,30 muscle strength,29 muscle reaction time25 and postural sway.31

Further prospective research is necessary to better understand if these factors actually predispose patients to LAS.

Similar to intrinsic risk factors, the literature has consistently reported that patients with a previous history of LAS who wear ankle braces or tape have a lower incidence of LAS than those that do not.4,13,29 Research hypothesizes the reduction in LAS may be due to either the mechanical support or the enhanced proprioception offered by the brace or both. Based on the available evidence, it appears that having patients, especially those with a previous LAS wear ankle braces and/or athletic tape when participating in physical activity is an effective means of preventing recurrent LAS. Additionally, a cost-benefit analysis conducted by Olmsted et al32 indicated that braces are better in terms of cost savings compared to tape. Other extrinsic factors that have been examined include shoe type and duration/intensity of competition and player position.25 The research has not shown either factor to significantly increase or decrease the risk of developing or reinjuring the ankle. Further prospective research is needed to further evaluate both intrinsic and extrinsic factors of LAS. The evidence overall supports the use of ankle bracing as an effective means to reduce the risk of LAS.25

Management strategies
Acute LAS management typically involves rest, ice, compression, elevation (RICE) and functional rehabilitation
(ie, early mobilization with support). In more severe cases, LAS are treated with crutches and are typically immobilized for a few days. To date, numerous investigations have assessed the efficacy of rehabilitation techniques in improving clinical outcomes after LAS. The research that has been done has primarily focused on short-term outcomes including: pain, range of motion (ROM), and return to work/activity. However, the high percentage of reinjury occurrence (up to 70%) and development of CAI (up to 75%) after an LAS, suggests that further research of both short and long-term outcomes following rehabilitation is needed. Currently, cross-sectional and case-control investigations have identified numerous mechanical and neuromuscular impairments in subjects with CAI and post-traumatic ankle OA, the long-term sequela of acute LAS. More importantly, research has indicated that many of these impairments can be treated with a variety of therapeutic modalities and exercises. The three impairments that have been implicated as causes of CAI, and are the focus of this paper, include increased joint laxity, arthrokinematic impairments, and balance deficits.

Acute care/immobilization

Immediately after a LAS the primary goals are to manage pain, control inflammation and protect the joint so that the healing process can begin. In the acute phase of healing, the most important structures to protect are the lateral ligaments of the ankle because the traumatic mechanism has caused increased laxity. In the past, the majority of the literature has focused on functional rehabilitation after a LAS. But with the high recurrence rates of LAS, development of CAI and potential for the development of ankle OA, functional rehabilitation may not allow adequate time for the ligaments of the ankle to heal and stability to be restored. Indeed, increased laxity has been reported using both subjective (ankle giving way, or feelings of instability) and objective (manual stress tests, radiographs) outcome measures. Unfortunately, ankle laxity often persists despite treatment. Specifically, positive anterior drawer tests were still present in 3%–31% of subjects six months after injury and feelings of instability were present in 7%–42% of subjects up to one year after injury.

There remains a large need for data obtained from reliable and quantifiable methods of measuring ankle laxity. For example, Hubbard and Cordova assessed the natural recovery of ankle ligament laxity after an acute LAS with an instrumented ankle arthrometer. More specifically, the authors quantified the anterior-posterior load displacement and inversion-eversion rotational laxity characteristics of the ankle-subtalar joint complex within three days after injury and again eight weeks after injury. The results indicate that ankle laxity did not significantly decrease over eight weeks which suggests that the lateral ligaments of the ankle need to be protected for longer than eight weeks if mechanical stability is to be restored after an acute LAS. Cumulatively, these studies provide strong evidence that better and longer protection of the ankle joint after an acute LAS is needed to help restore mechanical stability. If mechanical stability is not restored, increased laxity could lead to further mechanical adaptations (ie, greater laxity, altered joint alignment), deficits in sensorimotor control (ie, impaired balance, altered movement patterns) and recurrent injury as a maladaptive compensation of the changes in joint laxity and/or sensorimotor control.

To help examine the effects of immobilization, a multicenter prospective randomized control trial was conducted examining three different mechanical supports (Aircast brace, Bledsoe boot or 10-day below the knee cast) compared with that of a double-layer tubular compression bandage (current standard of care) in promoting recovery after severe LAS. A total of 584 patients with LAS were followed over nine months. The primary outcome was the quality of ankle function measured using the Foot and Ankle Score. They reported patients that received a below-knee cast had a more rapid recovery than those given the tubular compression bandage with clinically important benefits in quality of ankle function at three months post injury. Bledsoe boots were reported to be the least effective treatment throughout the recovery period. Based on the data, a short period of immobilization in a below-knee cast or Aircast ankle brace may result in faster recovery than the current standard of care. Additionally, the authors recommended the below-knee cast because it showed the widest range of benefit. However, future research is needed to determine if similar benefits will be found in more objective measures such as ligament laxity and postural control.

An earlier study by Beynnon et al also examined the type of immobilization that had the best outcomes. The authors stratified acute LAS based on the grade (I, II, or III). Patients were then randomized to undergo functional treatment with different types of ankle immobilization. They compared an elastic wrap (current standard of care), Air-Stirrup ankle brace, Air-Stirrup ankle brace with an elastic wrap and fiberglass walking cast. They reported treatment of grade I and grade II ankle sprains with Air-Stirrup brace combined with elastic wrap allowed patients to return to preinjury function quicker than the other immobilizers. For grade III sprains,
there were no differences between the Air-Stirrup brace and the fiberglass walking cast. The subjects in the Lamb et al study were considered to have severe ankle sprains, which may be why they reported the below-knee cast as most favorable. In less severe sprains (grade I and grade II) less stringent immobilization like an Air-Stirrup brace combined with elastic wrap may best restore function, but in more severe cases the below-knee cast may best enable return to normal function.

Based on the research available to best treat acute LAS, some form of immobilization needs to be used to help protect the joint and allow ligament healing to occur. Thus, elastic or tubular wraps are not recommended because research suggests that they do not provide adequate protection to allow restoration of function. An Air-Stirrup brace with elastic wraps for grade I and grade II, and below-knee casts for grade III may be the best treatment strategy to prevent long term pathology. After a period of controlled immobilization functional exercises are necessary to rehabilitate the joint. Research needs to examine which adjunctive therapies are best to rehabilitate and prevent CAI once joint stability has been restored.

**Joint mobilizations**

To date manipulative therapy techniques; including Maitland’s mobilizations, Mulligan’s mobilizations with movement, and high-velocity low-amplitude (HVLA) thrusts, have all been postulated to be effective treatments for acute LAS. Indeed, manipulative therapy techniques are theorized to reduce pain, improve function and increase ROM via the restoration of arthrokinematic motions (ie, roll, glide, spin), thus recommendations to use these techniques make intuitive sense. Further, there is a great deal of anecdotal evidence in the form of published case studies supporting the use of manipulative therapies to improve various outcome measures in acute LAS.

A recent systematic review indicated that multiple HVLA thrusts delivered over several treatment sessions resulted in a statistical trend towards improving pain pressure scores and self-report levels of pain. Further, a single treatment session, which involved multiple osteopathic and manipulative techniques, immediately reduced self-reported pain relative to a control group in patients with acute LAS. Similarly, studies that used multiple manipulative techniques delivered over several treatment sessions reported significant improvements in pain outcome measures. Thus, the current data strongly suggest that multiple manipulative therapy treatments are needed to improve outcome measures associated with pain in patients with acute LAS. However, the exact number of treatments and the dosage within each treatment session remains unknown and should be the focus of future research.

The available literature also indicates that both active and passive ROM have improved following the delivery of multiple treatment sessions consisting of Maitland’s mobilization and HVLA thrusts. Additionally, significant improvement in non-weight bearing ROM was reported after the delivery of a variety of manipulative therapy techniques over a two week intervention. However, single treatment sessions regardless of the manipulative therapy technique used have failed to improve ROM in patients with acute LAS, in patients who had suffered a LAS more than six months prior to testing, and in uninjured controls. Thus, the cumulative data suggest that multiple treatment sessions are needed to see ROM improvements in patients with acute LAS. However, significant improvements in dorsiflexion ROM have been reported after just a single treatment session of Maitland’s (anteroposterior [AP] talocrural) mobilizations in patients who underwent a prolonged period of ankle immobilization for a variety of pathological conditions. Thus, it appears that even if acute LAS patients are immobilized (ie, casted) following injury, ankle joint mobilizations could be used to help restore ROM.

Functional outcome measures, have also improved following multiple manipulative therapy treatment sessions. Additionally, investigations that used several techniques during multiple treatment sessions also found improvements in self-reported function. Similarly, a single treatment session consisting of two manipulative therapy techniques lead to an immediate redistribution of foot loading patterns during static stance relative to a placebo laying of hands procedure in patients with acute grade II LAS. Based on this evidence, it appears that multiple treatment sessions are needed to consistently see improvements in a variety of outcome measures, regardless of the specific manipulative therapy technique used, in patients with acute LAS. However, no investigation has directly compared the effectiveness of different manipulative therapy techniques on any outcome measures in patients with acute LAS. Thus direct comparisons of manipulative therapy techniques should be the focus of future research endeavors.

**Balance exercises**

One of the most commonly examined sensorimotor outcome measures following a LAS is single leg postural control.
A prospective investigation has shown that single leg postural control is impaired for at least four weeks after injury. Further, recent systematic reviews have demonstrated that postural control is impaired on both the involved limb and the uninvolved limb relative to an uninjured control group within six weeks of a LAS. The presence of bilateral balance impairments (ie, impaired balance on the involved and uninvolved limb relative to a healthy reference group) as well as bilateral alterations at joints proximal to the ankle suggest changes in motor control patterns that are centrally mediated (ie, feed-forward and feedback neuromuscular control) have occurred. Further, impaired postural control is associated with an increased risk of ankle injury and because of this strong association, balance training is a common component of therapeutic intervention programs used by allied health care practitioners to treat acute LAS. Fortunately, balance training is effective at improving postural control scores in subjects with acute LAS and at reducing the risk of recurrent LAS. The effectiveness of balance training is hypothesized to be due to the modality’s ability to restore and/or correct feed-forward and feedback neuromuscular control alterations that have occurred as a result of a LAS. Indeed, neural adaptations occur at multiple sites within the central nervous system as a result of balance training intervention programs. In other words, balance training capitalizes on the incredible plasticity of the central nervous system and enhances a patient’s ability to react to both internal and external perturbations.

While balance training improves postural control, the exact treatment dosage needed to cause balance improvements and reduce the risk of recurrent injury remains unknown. For example, postural control improvements have been reported after just three days and after weeks of balance training. While rapid improvements are extremely exciting to patients and clinicians alike, Bahr reports that the longer a balance training program is implemented the greater preventative effects accrue from the program. To date, published balance training investigations primarily use prospective cohort designs where the baseline measures represent postural control prior to the intervention but not preinjury postural control values. So while the literature indicates that balance training improves postural control, it is not clear if balance training restores postural control to preinjury balance values.

While balance training is effective in restoring postural control, recent investigations have identified several adjunctive treatments/constructs that may further enhance the effectiveness of balance training including stochastic resonance and the patient’s attentional focus. Stochastic resonance (SR) is the introduction of low levels of sub-sensory or mechanical noise into the nervous system during balance training. This technique is believed to enhance the sensorimotor system’s ability to detect afferent information from a number of sources which is believed to subsequently result in a more efficient motor response from the central nervous system, a critical component for maintaining balance. SR has improved postural stability in healthy young and elderly individuals when compared to postural stability tests without stimulation present. Additionally, SR stimulation applied during balance training improved both static and dynamic postural stability earlier and with greater efficacy than balance coordination training alone in both healthy and subjects with CAI. However, the effectiveness of SR in patients with acute LAS has not been investigated.

Attentional focus, primarily in the field of motor control has also been investigated in an effort to enhance learning motor skills including postural control. There are two types of attentional focus: internal attentional focus (IAF) and external attentional focus (EAF). An example of IAF is when a clinician instructs the patient to ‘stand as still as possible’ when completing a balance training task and/or program. These instructions direct the patient’s attention towards themselves and emphasize an IAF. However, research indicates that an external attentional focus (EAF) (ie, focusing on the effect of their movement) enhances motor skill learning more effectively. For example, an EAF resulted in greater acquisition, retention and transfer of postural control when compared to an IAF in patients with acute LAS. Researchers hypothesize that an EAF facilitates more efficient movement patterns by allowing the sensorimotor system to self-organize, thus allowing the completion of movement patterns to be more automated.

While balance training is effective, the exact dosage, type of exercise and level of intensity needed to improve various indices of postural control and reduce recurrent injury may never been known because these outcomes are most likely multi-factorial in nature. However, balance training is effective and therefore, patients with a history of LAS should complete a balance training program because: 1) balance training is hypothesized to correct feed-forward and feedback neuromuscular control deficits; 2) balance training improves postural control, a measure associated with an increased risk of sustaining LAS and 3) balance training reduces the recurrence of LAS.
Conclusion
Short and long term disability after an acute LAS remains a public health concern. Research reports instability and joint laxity to still be present over six months after injury. Acutely, evidence suggests rigid immobilization as an effective means to help restore joint stability. In addition to the need for proper acute care, two adjunctive therapies should be a part of the rehabilitation process: joint mobilizations and balance training. The literature has reported the benefit of using both to help improve function and balance training has been shown to decrease reinjury rates. Further research is needed to examine dosage of treatments and rehabilitation modalities to best maximize function and prevent chronic joint dysfunction.
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